Career in Accounting & Taxation

BAT
Practical Knowledge helps you to grow in your chosen career path
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Current Scenario of the Accounting Sector

• Our accounting industry is highly dynamic in nature. Every day you will come across various notifications, amendments and new developed software's coming into market.

• India is considered as the booming market with a considerable boom in job market too.

• However, there is lack of resources (skilled man power) as per required Industry standards.
Contd..

• Due to rise in expectations of the working management the gap needs to be filled between the expectations and skill sets of employees.

• The professionals (CA or MBA Finance from Tier I colleges) grab the cream jobs taking away a handsome pay package.

• Working management while hiring today look for an accountant with a complete skill set like having a good communication and personality along with practical knowledge.

• Therefore, considering the current scenario of the accounting sector, how are we preparing for it??
Expected skill sets of an Accountant

• Accounting profession is not a rocket science and accountants need not be scientists to do the accounting work. Still it requires a logical mind and a broad knowledge about the accounting & taxation process.

• Since the accounting field is dynamic i.e. changes with the business needs and technology, an accountant needs to get himself abreast with the updates.
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• An accountant needs to tackle with people around, either with the management, colleagues, even clients. Hence, good communication skills as per the industry standards is of utmost importance. An accountant should be aware of all the business jargons used in the accounting sector.

• Knowledge of accounting software's like Tally and SAP.

• Working knowledge of use of Microsoft Office i.e. Excel, Word, PowerPoint etc.

• Focused mind to always excel in the work allotted with an intent to grow up the ladder towards achieving the promotions.

• Last but not the least, ability to grasp the situations and to mold your innovative mind enough to provide solutions to the ever emerging challenges.
Accountant – Master of All

- An accountant’s job is not restricted to passing the accounting entries and maintaining books of accounts along with the supporting documents.
- Accountants kitty carries all the other related jobs like filing of quarterly VAT returns, service tax returns, TDS returns, maintaining payroll, preparing annual accounts etc.
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- An accountant has to step into various shoes and should possess the required technical skills to properly complete the differed tasks.
- Accountants’ job is to maintain all the timelines and provide the output within the due dates set either internally or by the statute.
Today’s on the Job role of an Accountant

• Looking at the job portals, the expectations for the post of an accountant are very professional in nature. The employer seeks a person who can handle various activities along with handling the accounts.

• Reporting like preparing monthly reports (MIS) for management to review, maintaining accounts payables/receivables and tracking them simultaneously, preparing cash and bank reconciliation statements, assisting in internal audit and statutory audit etc.

• Few job descriptions are attached for reference
Executive / Senior Executive - Accounts
AMB Group
Gurgaon

Login to Apply  Register and Apply
Apply without registration

₹ 2,50,000 - 3,00,000 P.A  Openings: 1  Posted Few Hours Ago

Job Description

Good knowledge of Taxation
Monthly calculation of TDS and Service tax
Handle daytoday cash&bank operations
Handle Accounts payable/receivable procedures
Preparation of day to day expenses vouchers
Accounting/Book Keeping(Vendor Bill Booking/Invoices)
Vendor Management
Tally(ERP 9)

Salary:  INR 2,50,000 - 3,00,000 P.A
Industry:  Real Estate / Property
Functional Area:  Accounts, Finance, Tax, Company Secretary, Audit
Role Category:  Accounts
Role:  Accounts Executive/Accountant

Keyskills

Accounting  TDS  Taxation  Book Keeping  Receivable  Service Tax  Vouchers

Send me Jobs like this | Facebook  Twitter  LinkedIn
Senior Executive / Assistant Manager - Finance and Accounts
MakeMyTrip (India) Pvt Ltd
Gurgaon

Job Description

Book Keeping (Payables, Receivables, Fixed assets, Monthly & Annual book Closure & Stat Audit)
Daily Invoice checking with GL Coding, Taxes applicability & other checkpoints & payment uploading on bank sites
Exposure to Foreign payments (Form A-1/A-2)
Handling auditors (Stat, Internal & SOX compliance) and related documentation
Timely delivery of relevant Schedules for quarterly audit and timely closure with auditors
Corporate Debtors - invoicing and collections tracking
Adhoc work requirements from Tax & Planning team

Salary: Not Disclosed by Recruiter
Industry: Travel / Hotels / Restaurants / Airlines / Railways
Functional Area: Accounts, Finance, Tax, Company Secretary, Audit
Role Category: Accounts
Role: Accounts Executive/Accountant

Keyskills

Accounting, Auditing, Taxation, Book Keeping, Debtors, Receivable, Payables
SOX Compliance, Tax Planning, Payments
Salary: INR 1,75,000 - 2,00,000 P.A.
Industry: Agriculture / Dairy
Functional Area: Accounts, Finance, Tax, Company Secretary, Audit
Role Category: Accounts
Role: Accounts Executive/Accountant

Keyskills:
Finance

Desired Candidate Profile
Education:
UG: B.Com - Commerce
PG: M.Com - Commerce
Doctorate: Any Doctorate - Any Specialization, Doctorate Not Required

QUALIFICATION AND SKILLS:
B.COM/ M.COM/ MBA with 3 years of accounting experience incorporating analysis and problem solving principles within a medium to larger organization.
Candidate must have exposure in dealing with taxation, Service tax, VAT, TDS, Tally
Candidate must have strong interpersonal skills, and effective communication both verbal and written.
Candidate must have ability to lead a small team to achieve department and business finance demands in fundamental as understands protocol when interacting with management together with maintaining a high degree of sensitivity and confidentiality.
Reporting to Management
Rich experience of senior accountancy.
Candidate must have ability to plan and prioritize workloads in order to meet deadlines is fundamental so too is effective time management of work flow in order to meet accounting deadlines.
The company offers competitive salaries, great benefits, and a great work environment.

Only Successful candidates will be contacted.
Dominating Role of Professionals – CAs, MBAs, BBAs, etc.

- Current job market will immediately absorb you if you are a CA or MBA from Tier I college.
- The professionals have an edge over the mere B.Com, BBA, M.Com and MBA from smaller colleges.
- The professionals have in their curriculum detailed theory along with practical knowledge of the subjects and approach towards study and career is more polished.
Contd..

• The package these professionals grab is a decent sum as compared to simple graduates
• The growth rate of these professionals is always up and rising
• Expectations from the industry towards these professionals is high too, in terms of knowledge of the subject, communication skills, ability to cope up with the tedious tasks and many more
• So is there any course, which is professionally driven, apart from CA or MBA, which will give a mere B.com or an M.com student an additional advantage to strive in the accounting industry.....???
BAT program to overcome the lacunae

• A mere B.com, BBA, M.com or MBA from smaller colleges does not fetch a significant growth in today’s corporate world. However, it is not always possible to invest great deal of time and money over the professional courses.

• Therefore, apart from graduation or simple PG what extra can you do to stand confident enough along with the professionals in the finance industry?
BAT PROGRAM

• We at Edupristine have researched and after putting a great deal of efforts have successfully designed a course which will give you much better understanding of Accounting, Taxation, MIS, Reporting and compliances which you will need to deal day in and day out in Accounting firms (Big 4s), KPOs, MNCs or other hard core finance and account profiles.

• The BUSINESS ACCOUNTING AND TAXATION (BAT) course is molded in such a fashion that you are trained for a career in accounting giving you a practical insight of the subject required on the job from Day 1.

• Right from understanding the basic journal entry, final accounts, tax compliances, we will also help you to enhance your soft skills (business communication), understanding advanced Excel and the most essential, SAP training
BAT PROGRAM

- Registering for a BAT course is a solution to have a competitive advantage even if not equal to a CA or MBA
- Strengthening the basics of accounting and taxation
- Practical knowledge i.e. current industry expectations and how to deal with those expectations
- Satisfactory pay package
- Promotions in line i.e. With a relevant experience and knowledge a B.com, BBA, M.com or an MBA from smaller college can also become a CFO / CEO of the company 5-10 years down the line depending upon the performance
BAT – A Package Deal

- Complete Knowledge of Accounting Process
- Work as Accountant from Day 1
- Improved Business Communication
- SAP Training
- IT Proficiency and MIS
- Assisting in Audit and Auditors
- Personalized Career Orientation
- Overall Self Development
- 100% Placement Assistance

100% Placement Assistance
With BAT you will stand out amongst the Crowd...
We will work hard with you to make you a professionally independent person in this highly competitive business world...

Always for your benefit.......EduPristine!!!